
Abstract 
 
BLUE, MICHAEL DEWAYNE.  Development of a Non-Contacting Capacitive 

Displacement Sensor for Integrated Chatter Prediction on High Speed Machining Centers.  

(Under the guidance of Gregory Dale Buckner.) 

 

Chatter is an unstable forced vibration of the cutting tool during machining processes that 

can limit the productivity of high-speed machining.  Chatter increases tool and machine 

wear rates, reduces tolerances, degrades surface finish, and can result in tool breakage.  For 

these reasons, its avoidance is critical.    Researchers at N.C. State University are focusing 

on the development of technologies to detect and avoid this dynamic instability.  The 

primary objective of this project is to develop accurate, high bandwidth, low cost capacitive 

displacement sensors for use with a prototype electromechanically actuated chatter 

prediction device.  These application-specific sensors are required to have at least 1.0 µm 

resolution, 1.0 kHz bandwidth, and linearity over the desired measurement ranges.  These 

sensors must output analog DC voltages proportional to the vertical and horizontal 

displacements of a specifically engineered machine tool.  A simulation-based design 

process is utilized to optimize the mechanical and electrical aspects of these capacitive 

probes, the electrical circuits, and the mechanical mounting hardware.  Performance and 

stability are simulated using MATLAB®
 and SPICE® modeling software and are validated 

experimentally using static and dynamic test rigs. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Recent advancements in the design of machining centers have increased commercially 

available spindle speeds to over 40,000 rpm.  Enhanced machine capabilities have given 

rise to the practical implementation of high speed machining (HSM).  While HSM is 

difficult to define precisely, it generally involves running machines at higher spindle 

speeds and higher feed rates, thereby increasing production rates in manufacturing shops.  

HSM is gaining widespread acceptance in manufacturing sectors, with its adoption being 

led by the aerospace industry.  Large aluminum parts can be produced from a single 

workpiece using HSM methods, instead of requiring assembly from many components.  

Besides the time saved in assembly, other benefits include reduced lead time, reduced 

waste, and parts that are simultaneously lighter, stronger, and cheaper.  The tool and die 

industry is also rapidly adopting HSM [24].  The use of HSM will become more 

widespread in industry as its benefits become better understood. 

 

There are problems associated with the increased spindle speeds of HSM, most notably 

tool chatter.  Chatter is an unstable vibration of the cutting tool [9] that is a function of 

both spindle speed and cutting depth.  It can cause problems ranging from poor surface 

finish to machine damage and personal injury.  The intuitive method of chatter avoidance 

dictates that whenever chatter is encountered the spindle speed should be reduced.  This 

eliminates the production gains made possible by purchasing and using a high-speed 

machine. 
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Several methods have been devised to control, prevent, or avoid chatter.  These methods 

range from sampling acoustic signals while cutting is in progress [1] to predicting 

machine behavior by a priori characterization of the system dynamics [[2],[10]].  Chatter 

control methods that use real-time measurements can be effective in controlling chatter 

after its onset, but these techniques have the disadvantage of not being able to prevent 

chatter from occurring. 

 

Predictive methods offer the benefit of avoiding the onset of chatter in the first place.  

Sophisticated techniques such as finite element analysis (FEA) can be used to 

characterize the machine’s dynamics.  FEA can accurately predict the frequency response 

characteristics of the system [10], but requires experimental verification and the input of 

experimentally derived parameters.  It is also time consuming and computationally 

intensive.  Experimental modal testing provides the essential information of FEA, namely 

the system’s frequency response functions (FRFs), and is quicker to perform.  

Unfortunately, modal testing requires specialized equipment and skills that make it 

impractical for widespread industrial adoption. 

 

Researchers at NIST have devised an automated technique that can produce frequency 

response information quickly without requiring special skills [9].  This method uses a 

stationary permanent magnet to impart excitation forces to a rotating tool.  Tool 

displacement is measured using optical sensors, and frequency response information is 

calculated using data acquisition and analysis software.  This approach shows potential 

for automated chatter prediction.  The components of the system (a permanent magnet, 
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off-the-shelf sensors and data acquisition hardware and software) suggest that a system 

using this method would be inexpensive to produce.  However, the inability to control the 

applied force magnitudes using a permanent magnet restricts the feasibility of this 

approach. 

 

The primary goal of this research is to develop capacitive displacement sensors for use 

with a refined, automated system that measures the frequency response characteristics of 

high-speed milling machines and predicts stable operating regions.  This automated 

system provides the benefits of the NIST scheme (ease of use, minimal testing time, low 

expenses of production), but overcomes the limitations of passive excitation by 

introducing a controlled, non-contacting electromechanical actuator.  For accurate 

frequency response characteristics to be obtained, non-contacting measurement is crucial.  

The capacitive displacement sensors outlined in this thesis enable accurate prediction of 

the frequency response characteristics without sacrificing device functionality or cost.  

Two prototype capacitive displacement sensors (CDSs) are designed, fabricated, and 

experimentally validated by direct comparison with a commercial optical displacement 

sensor (ODS) on a CNC machining center. 

 

Preliminary results show that the capacitive displacement sensor has sufficient 

bandwidth, sensitivity, resolution, and accuracy to be an effective component in an 

automated chatter prediction system.  The capacitive displacement sensors are 

successfully demonstrated through extensive static and dynamic experimental tests.  

Frequency response functions are generated using the prototype CDS and the commercial 
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ODS, and excellent agreement is demonstrated.  Most importantly, the CDS developed in 

this research enables low-cost, accurate, and repeatable measurements for use with this 

automated chatter prediction and avoidance system. 
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2. Background [28] 
 
2.1 High Speed Machining (HSM) 

HSM is currently finding application mainly in the aerospace industry, although a recent 

white paper from Unigraphics, Inc. suggests that “approximately 30 percent of the 

companies in the U.S. and Japan are already using HSM, with the number even greater in 

Germany at 40 percent. The remaining companies in all these countries are considering 

making an investment in HSM or are interested in this new technology” [41].  HSM will 

find its way into smaller machine shops as it becomes better understood and its 

drawbacks are addressed. 

 

The main advantage of HSM is that it gives manufacturers a practical and cost-effective 

way to produce parts that cannot be as easily produced using standard machining 

processes.  Examples of this benefit can be found in aircraft parts produced by Boeing at 

their Advanced Materials Fabrication Facility in St. Louis, MO.  These parts are 

simultaneously lighter, stronger, cheaper, and require a small fraction of the machine 

time previously needed [24].  One of the parts Boeing produces using HSM is the F-15 

fighter’s speed brake (Figure 2.1).  This part was previously assembled from 500 

individual components, but HSM enables Boeing to mill this part out of a single block of 

aluminum.  The manufacturing lead time for this part has reduced from three months to 

only a few days. 
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Figure 2.1:  F-15 speed brake produced by Boeing, St. Louis, MO 

 

The absence of stress concentrations associated with fastener holes is an added benefit of 

parts machined out of a single block instead of assembled from many parts.  Residual 

stresses resulting from imprecise assembly are also eliminated.  The part’s strength and 

reliability can therefore be increased using HSM techniques. 

 

Another example of Boeing’s success using HSM and a good illustration of its 

advantages is the F/A-18E/F tactical fighter.  As a result of implementing HSM, this 

version of the F-18 fighter is 25% larger than previous versions yet uses 42% fewer parts 

[24]. 

 

The benefits of HSM include: 

drastically reduced lead time • 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

increased production speeds 
fewer parts to track 
reduced number of suppliers 
higher strength 
reduced weight 
cost savings 
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This process is more than simply running a machine wide open to crank out parts.  There 

are problems and hardware limitations associated with higher spindle speeds. An 

important limitation to high speed, high feed machining is forced vibrations.  

Uncontrolled vibrations of the cutting tool, called chatter, can produce unacceptable 

surface finishes on parts and can result in broken cutting tools. 

 

2.2 Chatter 

Chatter is an unstable forced vibration of the cutting tool during a machining process.  

Problems caused by chatter include: 

• tool breakage and possible personal injury or machine damage 

• accelerated tool and machine wear rates 

• reduced tolerances on machined parts 

• poor surface finish requiring excessive hand-finishing 

• increased scrap (from unacceptable products) 

• excessive machining noise 

• problems machining thin-walled parts 

 

Chatter in milling is caused by the self-excitation of the machine tool.  The two main 

sources of self-excitation in machining as defined by Tlusty [39] are mode coupling and 

‘regeneration of waviness’.  Mode coupling is a two-dimensional phenomenon that 

occurs when the tool experiences force feedback in at least two directions 

simultaneously.  Vibrations in these two directions are of the same frequency and have a 

phase shift that causes an unstable elliptical motion of the cutting tool.  Mode coupling is 

generally associated with orthogonal cutting, as in turning operations.  Chatter caused by 

the ‘regeneration of waviness’ effect (called regenerative chatter) is the important chatter 
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mechanism in milling and is the focus of this thesis.  A third cause of chatter is impact 

dynamics, which occurs at low spindle speeds.  Since one chief aim of HSM is to 

maximize machine spindle speed, this mechanism was not considered. 

 

2.3.1 Regenerative Chatter 

Regenerative chatter is caused by surface variations associated with previous cuts.  As 

each tool flute passes over the surface of the material and makes a cut, it creates an 

undulating surface.  As the next flute passes and makes a cut, it encounters this wavy 

surface.  If the vibrations of this flute are in phase with the wave left by the previous flute 

cut, the depth of cut remains constant and the chip produced has a constant thickness.  A 

diagram of this ‘in-phase cut’ is shown in Figure 2.2. 

 

Cutting
tool

Previous
cut waves

Current
cut

 

Figure 2.2:  In-phase cut [39] 

 

During ‘in-phase’ cutting, the cutting force amplitude remains essentially constant and 

chatter is less likely to occur.  If the next flute that passes over the wavy surface vibrates 

‘out-of-phase’ with the surface waves, the thickness of the chip produced is not constant.  

This ‘out-of-phase’ cutting is depicted in Figure 2.3 
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Cutting
tool

Previous
cut waves

Current
cut

 

Figure 2.3:  Out-of-phase cut [39] 

 

In this case, the varying chip thickness creates a varying force on the cutting tool.  This 

harmonic variation in cutting force can result in resonant vibration of the milling tool, or 

regenerative chatter. 

 

Depth of cut has a significant effect on the vibrational stability of the cutting tool and 

hence on regenerative chatter.  When the cut is shallow, the cutting force amplitudes are 

small, and cutting is stable at all spindle speeds.  The maximum cutting depth that results 

in stable machining at all spindle speeds is called the limit of stability, denoted blim.  As 

will be noted in the next section, certain spindle speeds allow stable cuts at deeper cutting 

depths.  To maximize production, it is desirable to make the deepest cuts possible at the 

highest spindle speeds possible.  These operating conditions will cause chatter unless the 

previously discussed in-phase tool cuts can be made or the vibrations are controlled and 

prevented from growing.  If machining can be performed in a way that creates in-phase 

tool vibration, deeper cuts can be made at higher spindle speeds without chatter 

occurring. 
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When a cutting tool chatters, the magnitude of vibration causes the tool to lose contact 

with the workpiece.  This loss of contact results in a rough surface finish.  This rough 

finish can require extra hand finishing of the part, or it can exceed tolerances and 

requiring scrapping of the part.  An extreme example of this rough surface effect is 

shown in Figure 2.4. 

 

 

Figure 2.4:  Rough surface finish caused by tool chatter [18] 
 
 
 
 
2.3.2 Stability Lobe Diagrams (SLDs) 

Cutting with in-phase tool vibrations can be accomplished by cutting with a flute passing 

frequency at or near integer divisions of the natural frequency of the cutting 

tool/spindle/machine system [9].  The flute passing frequency, ff, is the tool speed 

multiplied by the number of flutes.  For example, if the spindle speed of a 2-flute tool is 

15,000 rpm the flute passing frequency is: 

 

( ) Hzflutesrpmf f 5002
min

sec60
000,15

== (500 flute passes per second)     (2.1) 
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Regions of cutting stability lie near these flute passing frequencies.  The importance of 

these stable cutting regions is that cutting depth can be significantly increased [10].  This 

increase in achievable cutting depth is depicted graphically on a Stability Lobe Diagram 

(SLD), a plot of stable cutting depth vs. spindle speed.  A representative SLD is shown in 

Figure 2.5. 

 

 

Figure 2.5:  Stability lobe diagram [39] 

 

The limits of stable cutting depth are delineated with solid lines.  Cutting depths above 

these lines (in the shaded areas) are unstable, while cutting depths below these limits 

(unshaded regions) are stable.  The flat dashed line represents the stability200 

 limit cutting depth blim, which is the maximum depth a stable cut can be made at all 

spindle speeds.  Analytical derivations of SLDs were developed in the 1960’s by Merritt 

[23], Tlusty and Polacek [38], and Tobias [40].  More recent discussions of stability lobe 

concepts can be found in Altintas [2], Davies [9], Smith [33], and Tlusty [39]. 
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The frequency response function (FRF) of the tool/spindle/machine system must be 

accurately known in order to create a SLD.  The real component of this FRF generates 

the stability lobes for regenerative chatter [33]: 

 

( )FRFK
b

ds Re2
1

µ
−

=      (2.2) 

 

where: 

 

b = stability lobe boundary (mm) 

Ks = specific force of the workpiece material (N/mm2) 

µd = directional orientation factor 

Re(FRF) = real part of the tool/spindle/machine system FRF 

 

The FRF also provides an estimate of the stability limit, blim for regenerative chatter [1]: 

 

                      ( )mins
lim FRFReK2

1b −
=      (2.3) 

 

The SLD in Figure 2.5 supports the intuitive reasoning that chatter can be eliminated by 

decreasing the spindle speed, cutting depth, and feed rate [12].  At very low spindle 

speeds and feed rates the blim limit trends higher, indicating that deep stable cuts can be 

made at these speeds.  This increase in cutting stability at low spindle speeds is the results 

of process damping [39].  However, the SLD also shows that chatter can be eliminated by 

increasing the spindle speed to the next higher stability region. Working in these stability 

regions enables precise cutting (close tolerances) and superior surface finishes with 
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reduced hand-finishing requirements.  Since chatter is eliminated, damage to workpiece, 

tool, and milling machine is eliminated as well.  Higher productivity is also a result, since 

the MRR has not been reduced to avoid chatter.  Therefore, accurate prediction of 

stability regions is a crucial enabling technology for HSM. 

 

2.3 Predicting, Identifying, and Controlling Chatter 

Chatter prediction generally involves analysis of system dynamics through mathematical 

relationships to generate a frequency response function, often through the use of finite 

element analysis (FEA) programs.  FEA can be used to predict the systems frequency 

behavior but not without the disadvantage of requiring validation with experimental 

testing.  To gain acceptance in industry, an automated process such as one developed by 

researchers at NIST that determines frequency response without any required skills from 

the end user is needed [9].  The idea behind this system is promising but involves a 

permanent magnet as its actuation source, making it unable to control applied force 

magnitudes at any particular frequency. 

 

The use of an electromagnetic actuator (EMA) allows for controllable force magnitudes 

and, when combined with receptance coupling analysis (RCSA), provides an automated 

method of predicting stable cutting regions [18].  The basic idea behind the analysis is 

that the tool holder, spindle, and CNC machine have one frequency receptance while the 

tool itself has another.  Initially, the entire system’s points of instability are analyzed with 

a stiff, specially-designed tool.  Then, by treating the tool and the rest of the system 

separately, the unique tool is removed and replaced by calculated receptance values for 
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ordinary machine cutting tools.  The stable cutting regions are then realized for a variety 

of machine tools on the milling center. 

 

An essential part of RCSA requires that the actuation and sensing methods do not 

interfere with the modal characteristics of the system and thus are non-contact.  The 

EMA provides effective non-contacting and controllable force input at a reasonable price.  

However, non-contact sensing poses a significant problem due primarily to associated 

costs.  Thus, a fully functional, low cost, application-specific non-contacting 

displacement sensor is desired and is the focus of this paper.  
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3. Capacitive Sensing 
 
The reliable prediction of stable cutting regions for HSM applications requires accurate, 

high-bandwidth displacement measurements to generate frequency response functions.  

Capacitive sensing can be used for such modal testing, provided the sensor is 

appropriately designed.  This section introduces the concept of capacitive sensing from 

an atomic level, briefly discusses displacement-sensing applications, reviews common 

sensor terminology, and presents design requirements for this application. 

 

3.1 Overview 

Capacitive sensing, as it relates to this application, involves monitoring the 

electromechanical changes in a variable-gap capacitor to infer distance measurements.  

The theory behind capacitive sensing relies heavily on Maxwell’s equations, particularly 

the principles of electrostatics.  The following sections provide a brief overview of 

electric field behavior and the constitutive relations that define the fundamentals of 

capacitors. 

 

3.2 Electrostatics, Electrodynamics, & Capacitance 

Isolated point charges in free space (vacuum) can be visualized using electric field lines.  

The direction of a field line indicates the direction of an electrostatic force that would be 

exerted on a positive test charge.  The density of field lines indicates the intensity of an 

electrostatic force that would be exerted on a positive test charge, and is known as the 

electric field intensity (quantified in V/m).  Figures 3.1a, 3.1b, and 3.1c illustrate electric 
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field lines for a positive point charge, two equally positive point charges, and two point 

charges of opposing polarity, respectively.   

 

    . 
ca b

Figure 3.1:  Electric field lines for (a) a positive point charge, (b) two point charges of equal polarity, 
and (c) two point charges of opposite polarity [25] 

 

The electric field lines in these figures demonstrate the tendency of like charges to repel 

and opposite ones to attract.  These electric fields lines also represent associated attractive 

or repulsive forces.  However, the magnitudes of forces between charges, which can be 

calculated using Coulomb’s Law, are negligible for most capacitive sensor applications 

[20]. 

 

An electric field is created when two conductive parallel plates are charged with opposite 

polarity, as in Figure 3.2.  Far from the plate edges, the field lines are normal to the plate 

surface, parallel to each other, and uniformly distributed.  ‘Fringing’ occurs near the plate 

edges, resulting in reduced field intensity and uniformity. 

 

Figure 3.2:  Charged parallel plates with lines of electric flux [20] 
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Displaced charges in electrostatic fields possess potential energy that is used to define 

voltage (V ), the potential energy per unit charge.  Because electrostatic fields are 

conservative, voltage equals the work required to move a test charge from a point of zero 

potential, often referred to as ground, to a point where the potential is measured.  The 

relation between the total charge (Q ) accumulated on the plates and the potential energy 

required to hold that charge is defined to capacitance (C ), where 

CVQ =       ( 3.1) 

For the parallel plate configuration of Figure 3.2, the capacitance measured in 

( )VoltCoulombsFarads  is:  

d
A

C roεε
=       ( 3.2)  

where:  

 

oε  = dielectric constant (permittivity) of a vacuum, mF-12108.8541878 ⋅  

A  = area in square meters 

rε  = relative permittivity of the medium with respect to a vacuum 

d  = distance between the plates in meters 

 

These fundamentals of electrostatics, combined with the impedance and current 

characteristics of circuits, define the basic operating principles of capacitive sensors.  

Equation 1.2 assumes that all of the electric field lines are uniform and precisely 

perpendicular to the surface of the plates in Figure 3.2.  However, fringing at plate edge 
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causes a decrease in the local flux density and thus reduction in capacitance.  There are 

techniques to reduce this inherent error in Equation 1.2, and they will be discussed during 

probe design (Section 6.2.3). 

 

Current flow in a capacitive sensor can also be described at the atomic level, as shown in  

Figure 3.3.  Free electrons in the atoms of conductors drift in a direction opposite to the 

applied field, leaving a net positive charge in the direction of current.  When two 

conductors are placed near each other but are separated by a non-conducting medium (a 

dielectric material, as shown in  

Figure 3.3), the medium determines the characteristics of current flow.   

      
a b

 

Figure 3.3:  (a) charge accumulation on plates [1] and (b) dielectric polar charges and dipole 

moments between charged parallel plates [13] 

 

Displacement currents in dielectrics result from the reorientation of polar molecules.  In 

highly resistive dielectric materials, the majority of current flows as the charges rush onto 

one plate and force the opposing plate to assume an equal but opposite charge to satisfy 

equilibrium.  For example, if a direct current (DC) is supplied to an ideal capacitor, 
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current flows just long enough for the plates to reach equilibrium but then ceases.  An 

alternating current (AC) source, however, the plates continually charge and discharge as 

long as the frequency of oscillation is shorter than the time required for the onset of 

equilibrium.   

 

3.3 Displacement Sensing 

A vast array of sensor technologies exist for displacement measurement but not all are 

suitable for use in this HSM application.  An introduction to non-contact sensing as it 

applies to this application is presented, followed by a brief overview of capacitive 

displacement sensor technology. 

 

3.3.1 Non-contact Sensing Technologies 

There are numerous advantages of non-contact displacement measurement over 

traditional methods, and these advantages have led to an increasing number of industrial 

applications.  Though it is clearly evident, the most important advantage of non-contact 

sensing, as it relates to this application, is that it does not interfere with the mechanical 

process being measured.  Other attributes of non-contact sensing include the elimination 

of wear and damage to measured surfaces, improved reliability, and less required 

maintenance.  Primarily due to these advantages, there has been an increasing market 

trend toward non-contact sensors in the aerospace, medical, industrial, and automotive 

markets [8].  For example, the measurement of semiconductor substrates was drastically 

improved through the use of non-contact sensing by decreasing unwanted marks caused 
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by mechanical probes and eliminating contamination while maintaining high accuracy 

[37].   

 

The appropriate sensor technology for this application was determined through design 

specifications such as cost, size, achievable resolution, and susceptibility to magnetic 

field interference.  LASER sensing technology generally cannot achieve sub-micrometer 

resolution, requires expensive machining, and exceeds the space limitations for the given 

application [34].   Inductive sensors, which utilize eddy currents induced on nearby 

conductive targets, are influenced by nearby magnetic fields and are thus not suitable 

options for this application [35].  Ultrasonic sensors (often used for SONAR) are not 

suitable for this application as they cannot detect such small displacement variations [36].  

Generally, these non-contact sensors cannot achieve the resolution requirements of this 

application.  Fiber optic displacement sensors, which use the emission and reception of 

light to determine distance measurements, can easily meet the required resolution 

specifications [28] but are susceptible to variations in surface finish and are relatively 

expensive. 

 

After eliminating most types of non-contact sensing techniques due to the 

aforementioned limitations, a commercial capacitive sensor from a well-known 

manufacturer was tested to further validate that its suitability for this application.  Bob 

Benjamin of Lion Precision [4] provided the capacitive sensor system with a universal 

power supply for an estimated cost of $3000.  The loaned capacitive sensor specifications 
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were comparable to those of the ODS and were validated through a series of EMA sweep 

tests.  

 

Capacitive sensing offers several advantages that make it ideally suited to this 

application.  The costs and required machining are not prohibitive.  Sensors based on 

capacitance technology meet the space requirements and are able to resist magnetically 

induced errors.  Furthermore, capacitive sensing offers nearly unsurpassed accuracy in 

displacement sensing, design simplicity, immunity to light and sound, compensation for 

environmental conditions, and probe shapes that can be refined to focus the sensing field 

on defined areas [7].  Also, these sensors can be built from a wide range of AC and DC 

circuit topologies, depending on the application and design specifications.    

 

Capacitive measurement applications include gap thickness, pressure, liquid level, and 

flow rates.  Figure 3.4 shows a capacitive displacement sensor from Polytech PI® that is 

capable of measurements down to 0.01 nm (10-12m), which is the highest commercially 

available resolution [29].  These sensors have a 3.0 kHz bandwidth, excellent long-term 

stability, and high accuracy.  This example demonstrates the superior sensing capabilities 

of capacitive technology. 
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Figure 3.4:  Capacitive probe with sub-nanometer resolution [29] 

 

3.4 Sensor Terminology  

Capacitive sensing uses the constitutive relationships of capacitors (Equations 3.1 and 

3.2) to infer displacement measurements that would be difficult or impossible to measure 

by other means.  Capacitive sensors output a measurable electric quantity, typically a 

voltage that is directly related to the state of a physical parameter, such as area or 

displacement.  The sensor’s measured input-output relationship is called the calibration 

curve.  Various characteristics related to the calibration curve quantify the performance 

of the sensor, as defined below.    

 

3.4.1 Linearity 

It is desirable to have a perfectly linear relationship between the measured electrical 

output and the sensed physical parameter, but linear calibration curves are never 

achieved.  Sources of measurement nonlinearity are numerous, and are usually most 

evident at the extents of a sensor’s range.  Deviations in sensor output from the optimal 
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linear curve fit can be used to calculate linearity error [31].  This error can be expressed 

as a percentage of the sensor’s entire output range ‘% of F.S. (full scale)’ or as a 

percentage of the reading ‘% of R (reading).’  

 

3.4.2 Sensitivity 

The sensitivity is the change in output voltage that results from a change in the gap 

between target and sensor probe.  The slope of the calibration curve, which plots the 

output voltage versus gap displacement, is essentially the sensor’s sensitivity over its 

entire measurable range.  This slope may change throughout the measurement range, 

though a high and constant sensitivity is always desired.   

 

3.4.3 Resolution 

The smallest change in gap that can be reliably measured is the sensor’s resolution. A 

sensor’s resolution must be better than the required measurement accuracy.  Often, the 

resolution of a sensor system is determined by electrical noise.  Even for a constant gap, 

there are tiny, impulsive fluctuations in voltage that appear at the sensor output.  

Resolution is then quantified by multiplying the sensitivity by these tiny fluctuations or 

noise floor.  Also, because this low-level noise is spread through the entire frequency 

spectrum, resolution is a function of sensor bandwidth.  A higher sensor bandwidth 

increases the portion of this noise spectrum seen at sensor output, thus decreasing the 

sensor resolution. 
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3.4.4 Accuracy 

Sensors are often characterized by their ability to provide an output that reveals the true 

value of the measured quantity.  However, it is impossible to measure a true or perfect 

quantity so a reference measurement is often made with a device of much higher 

resolution.  The deviations from the reference value are then used to calculate error.    

 

3.4.5 Precision 

The capability of a measuring instrument to provide the same reading when repetitively 

measuring the same quantity under the same conditions is referred to as precision.  

Precision implies an agreement between successive readings and a high number of 

significant figures in the result.  In a dartboard analogy, a precise player’s dart may hit 

the board repetitively in the same spot but an accurate and precise one would hit the 

bull’s-eye on each throw. 

 

3.5 Capacitive Sensor Design Specifications 

The most critical design requirement for this application, the sensor’s measurement 

resolution, was determined from the electromechanical force capability of the actuator 

and the compliance of the tool/spindle system.  As shown in Figure 3.5, the compliance 

of the tool/spindle system was determined experimentally to be Nm9106. −⋅43 .   
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Figure 3.5:  Average compliance for Haas VF1 5-axis vertical spindle milling center 

 

The tool displacement associated with an EM force of 30 N (<15% of the peak EM force) 

is: 

 

mmNmNComplianceForced spindle µ31.11031.1106.4330 69
minmin =⋅=⋅∗=∗= −−     ( 3.3) 

 

Thus, a conservative sensor resolution of 1.0 um was selected as the design requirement.  

The second most significant design requirement was sensor cost.  Commercial sensors 

capable of 1.0 um resolution typically range in cost from $650 to $3000+ depending on 

type, quantity discounts, and included hardware.  The second-generation EM chatter 

prediction system, hereafter labeled VulcanCraft Performance®, utilizes EM actuation 

and non-contacting measurement to accurately determine a machine tool’s modal 

characteristics.  To make the VulcanCraft Performance® feasible for production by 

VulcanCraft LLC [14], the cost of the incorporated measurement or sensing system must 
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be minimized.  Multiple sensors may be required for this application, thus the final cost 

per sensor should be less than $300. 

 

The required linear sensing range was determined by considering the maximum expected 

tool deflection at resonance, , which increases by an order of magnitude: resd

   

mmNNComplianceForced resres µ1.131043630 9
min =⋅∗=∗= −      ( 3.4) 

 

The required sensor sensitivity, bandwidth, and accuracy were determined based on the 

existing specifications of the existing EM chatter prediction system.  The 

9.1 mmV µ sensitivity of the ODS met all the needs of the existing system, and was set as 

the benchmark for the CDS.  Although the ODS has a sensor bandwidth of 20.0 kHz, 1.0 

kHz was deemed appropriate based on typical modal characteristics of high-speed milling 

spindles and tools (the first natural frequency of a 6” machine tool mounted in the spindle 

of a HAAS VF-1 5-axis milling machine is approximately 400 Hz).  The requirement of 

at least 1.0 % accuracy over the required measurement range of 30 mµ  during operation 

was determined to provide adequate prediction of modal characteristics using the 

receptance coupling technique [11].   

 

The complete design specifications are summarized in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1:  Summary of CDS Design Specifications 

 Cost ≤ $300.00/unit 
Resolution ≤ 1.0 mµ  
Accuracy ≤ 1.0% F.S. 
Bandwidth ≥ 1.0 kHz 
Range ≥ 50.0 mµ  
Size ≤ 500  3cm
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4. CDS Electrical Design 
A primary objective of this research was to design a CDS circuit that met the functional 

specifications of an automated chatter prediction system for HSM applications.  Various 

capacitive sensing circuits were evaluated, and a synchronous demodulation circuit was 

selected.  Characteristics and advantages of this circuit topology are presented through 

direct comparisons with alternative capacitive sensing circuits.  Subsequently, factors that 

influence circuit component selection are presented and described.  This section 

concludes with an explanation of circuit operation with the selected components. 

 

4.1 Capacitive Sensing Circuits 

The simplest capacitive sensing circuit, Figure 4.1, applies a DC voltage to the sensing 

plate of a variable gap capacitor.  The other plate is ground-referenced through resistor R, 

forming a high-pass filter.  The amplified output voltage (V ) varies directly with gap 

displacement at frequencies above 

out

RC

12−

1 , where R is the circuit resistance and C is the 

sensor capacitance.  Not only does this circuit suffer from low frequency data loss, it also 

provides no noise or interference filtering and may require specialized, ultra-high 

impedance amplifiers [20]. A similar low-pass DC circuit can be realized by 

interchanging the R and C components of Figure 4.1.  Although this may improve the 

sensor’s low-frequency performance, an extremely large resistance would be needed to 

achieve reasonable cutoff frequencies (on the order of 10 Ohms considering that the 

capacitance C is on the order of 10  Farads).  Because such large resistances would 

approach or exceed the input resistance of the op-amp, such a circuit is not practical for 

9
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this application.   For these reasons, oscillator circuits are more commonly used for 

capacitive sensing applications requiring higher accuracy without low frequency losses.  

 

 

Figure 4.1:  DC sensor circuit schematic  

 

The resonant frequencies of RC and LC circuits depend directly on capacitance, hence 

many types of oscillator and phase detection circuits exist for use with capacitive sensing 

topologies.  Figure 4.2 shows one example in which capacitance controls the frequency 

output of a 555-type timer according to RC38.11 .  As the capacitance changes, the duty 

cycle of the wave varies (see section 4.3.2 for timer description).  A frequency counter or 

time interval device then outputs a voltage based on accumulated pulses or time, 

respectively.  This oscillatory circuit does not suffer from low frequency loss and is much 

less sensitive to stray capacitance coupling when guarded [20].   

 

 

Figure 4.2:  Oscillator-based circuit schematic 
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Though DC and oscillator circuits may be candidates for low or moderate accuracy 

requirements, respectively, the “most flexible and accurate method of measuring 

capacitance is to first apply a high frequency signal . . . through a known impedance to 

the capacitor under test, then amplify the signal and apply it to a synchronous 

demodulator” [20].  This circuit topology, unlike DC and oscillator designs, does not 

require special high impedance amplifiers and can easily include shielding, guarding, and 

filtering for noise reduction.  Synchronous demodulator circuits are less sensitive to stray 

capacitance and can be built in either single-ended or bridge type configurations.   

 

A typical AC bridge-type synchronous demodulation circuit topology is presented in 

Figure 4.3.  In this circuit, an AC signal excites the variable-gap capacitor (C1 or C2) 

under test while a multiplexer is used to demodulate its output before being converted to 

DC with a low-pass filter.  Although AC bridge configurations have extremely high 

sensitivity, they require precise calibration of a reference capacitor, are nonlinear with 

respect to the capacitive sensing element [26], generally have more circuit components, 

and thus are not ideal for low cost applications. 

 

 

Figure 4.4:  AC, bridged demodulation circuit schematic (C2 variable, C1 reference) 
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The single-ended synchronous demodulation circuit shown in Figure 4.6 also has high 

sensitivity, but with less components and complexity as compared to the AC bridge 

circuit.   For this reason, it represents the ideal capacitive sensing circuit when 

application-specific requirements (resolution, cost, maintenance and setup requirements, 

noise immunity, available space, and required accuracy) are considered.  Noise immunity 

is important, as HSM machine shops often have electromagnetic noise emitting from 

electric drives, fluorescent lamps, and power electronics.  Also, magnetic actuation inside 

the VulcanCraft Performance® prototype is another source of possible interference.   

 

 

Figure 4.6:  AC, single-ended demodulation circuit schematic 

 

4.2 Synchronous Demodulation Circuit 

The single-ended synchronous demodulation circuit, hereafter referred to as the 

capacitive displacement sensor (CDS) circuit for this application, consists of three 

subsystems: 1) excitation and timing control, 2) sensing and guarding, and 3) 

demodulation and filtering as labeled in Figure 4.7.   
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Figure 4.7:  Complete CDS circuit schematic with labeled subcircuitry 

 

The excitation subsystem provides the sensor’s carrier signal and controls demodulation. 

The modulated signal leaving the sensing and guarding subsystem is high-pass filtered, 

demodulated, and then low-pass filtered.  The combined subsystems form a circuit that 

converts variations in capacitor gap to analog voltage output, as shown in Figure 4.8.   
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Figure 4.8:  CDS circuit functional overview 

perational details of each subsystem are described in following sections. 

Excitation and Timing Control 

ortion of the circuit creates an excitation signal for the sensing capacitance probe 

 controlling signal for demodulation.  A five-volt, 50% duty cycle square wave of 

 is passed from the TLC555 timer to two 74HC74 D-type flip flops (D1 and D2) 

 in Figure 4.9.  These flip-flops are configured as ‘divide-by-four’ components; 

a 225 kHz  square wave produced and supplied to the MAX4053 analog 

lexers (S1 and S2).  These multiplexers change the original 0 to square wave 

 ± square wave to supply the A1 positive feedback loop configuration.  Another 

Hz

10

V5+

V
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wave, also 225  but delayed 90°, is output to the demodulation portion of the circuit.  

This signal controls the timing of the synchronous demodulator, which is described in 

Section 4.3.3.   

kHz

Figure 4.9:  Excitation and demodulator control circuitry 

-5 V
  +5 V

 

4.2.2 Sensing and Guarding 

The 225  excitation signal produced by multiplexers S1 and S2 controls the sensing 

and guarding sub-circuitry, which creates an output voltage that is inversely proportional 

to measured capacitance.  Voltage drops through R1 and R2 attenuate the original 

kHz

V10±  

excitation signal to approximately V5.2±  in the feedback loop of the sensing AD823 

amplifier (A1 of Figure 4.7). The current from this excitation signal charges the sensing 

capacitor plates with appropriate positive and negative charges.   
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a

b

Figure 4.10:  (a) Sensing and guarding circuitry (b) Sensing and guarding functional representation 

 

The circuit topology with amplifiers A1 and A2 shown in Figure 4.10a produces linear 

charging with proper gain adjustments.  For linear charging, the negative feedback gain 

(shown in Figure 4.10b) must be adjusted to provide a constant gain difference between 

N1 to N2.  The follower configuration of A2 allows the gain between the output of A1 and 

nodes N1 and N3 to be adjusted with the linearity potentiometer VR1.  Adjusting this 

potentiometer essentially varies the negative feedback gain to satisfy the positive 

feedback loop constant current requirement. Because 
C
Q

=V  and the charges are flowing 
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to the plate at a constant rate, a triangular output wave is produced at A1 with a slope that 

is inversely proportional to sensed capacitance. 

 

4.2.3 Demodulation and Filtering 
 
The triangular waveform produced in A1 is high-pass filtered, synchronously 

demodulated, and then low-pass filtered to produce an analog DC signal proportional to 

gap displacement.  The high-pass filter (C3 = 0.01 Fµ  and R9 = 20k  of Figure 4.7) 

eliminates any low frequency interference coupled to the sensing element, such as 60  

ambient noise (which is significantly below the carrier frequency of 225 Hz).  

Synchronous demodulation is then performed by an inverting, unity-gain AD823 

amplifier (A3, with R10 = R11 = 10k

Ω

Hz

Ω ) combined with a MAX4053 analog multiplexer 

(S3), which is controlled by the delayed 225 signal from the flip-flop sub-circuit 

described earlier.  The multiplexer inputs are thus inverted and non-inverted versions of 

signal A1

kHz

out (circuit diagram in Figure 4.11a).   
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b

a

Figure 4.11:  (a) Synchronous demodulator circuitry (b) Demodulation illustration occurring at S3 

 

The delayed excitation signal controls the switching within the multiplexer to produce a 

rectified triangle wave that is double the frequency, as shown in Figure 4.11b.  By low-

pass filtering this 450  signal (R12 = 2kkHz Ω  and C4 = 0.01u Fµ ), an analog output 

relative to average wave amplitude is realized.  Thus, as the sensor gap displacement 

changes, the analog output varies directly with the associated triangle wave amplitude. 

 

4.3 Component Selection 

The CDS circuit allows for flexibility in the selection of electrical components based on 

cost, availability, and engineering judgment.  Though circuit operation may be improved 

slightly by the selection of more expensive parts with higher performance ratings, they 

may not be required to meet the design specifications [3].   
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The electrical components used in sensing circuits modify the flow of electrons in 

discrete or continuous fashion.   Digital components send current pulses, count these 

pulses, or have a similar on/off type of operation.  Analog components alter or produce 

signals in a continuous fashion and include common elements such as resistors, 

capacitors, and potentiometers.  Most sensor circuits involve the use of both, either in the 

actual sensing circuitry or when converting from analog to digital domain.  Common 

circuits such as those that amplify or produce specific types of signals can be integrated 

onto one chip that is referred to as an integrated circuit (IC).  The following sections 

detail the selection process for critical IC components of the CDS circuit. 

 

4.3.1 AD823 FET Operational Amplifier 
 
Amplifiers, such as A1 and A2 of Figures 4.5 and 4.8, are analog devices that increase or 

amplify an input signal.  Selecting the sensing amplifier for the CDS circuit, the Analog 

Devices 823 FET operational amplifier, required careful consideration to ensure that the 

device’s specifications were appropriate for this application.  Amplifier selection requires 

matching characteristics of input impedance, slew rate, bandwidth, current consumption, 

and input current noise with application-specific values.     

 

This sensing application requires an amplifier with high input impedance, or an AC 

resistance equivalent, to reduce any loading of the input signal.  If the impedance of the 

signal were higher than the impedance of the amplifying device, current from the signal 

would flow into the amplifier rather than to the sensing element to be amplified.  The 

horizontal and vertical sensing input impedance requirements are, respectively: 
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These required impedances are well below the AD823’s specified input resistance of 

.     Ω1310

 

When amplifying a high-frequency input signals, the amplifier will have a maximum rate 

at which it can output the signal per unit of time, the slew rate.  The primary concern for 

this application is that the slew rate be high enough not to interfere significantly with 

waveform amplification.  However, demodulating the signal after it has reached a stable 

voltage helps to eliminate any affects that may be caused by insufficient slew rate [3].   

Considering the application-specific requirements, a 5% signal distortion due to slew rate 

was determined acceptable. Thus, to meet this requirement with a carrier signal frequency 

of 225 , the required slew rate is: kHz
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where 

 

f  = square wave frequency 

ppV −  = maximum operational amplifier output voltage 

dP  = allowable distortion percentage value 

 

The specified slew rate of 22 
s

V
µ

 for the AD823is thus well suited to this application, as 

it distorts the carrier signal by approximately 5%. 

 

Sensor circuits often require amplifiers with high bandwidth ratings, which refers to the 

highest frequency it will track with less than a 3dB magnitude drop from input to output.  

Square wave excitation was chosen for its simplicity and because it works well with this 

type of circuit topology.  Though sine wave excitation could be used, it is much more 

difficult to produce and is primarily used only in systems needing above 1 MHz  

excitation [20].  To ensure adequate bandwidth when using square wave excitation, the 

designer should multiply the carrier signal frequency by a factor of ten [20].  With a 

square wave circuit excitation of a 225 , the AD823’s bandwidth of 16 kHz MHz  easily 

meets the requirements for the CDS circuit (2.25 MHz ).   

 

Minimizing current and voltage noise was of central concern when choosing the 

appropriate preamp for this application.  Operational amplifier noise decreases as the 
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inverse square root of operating frequency and originates, in part, from the field effect 

transistor devices used within the operational amplifier.  The AD823 is rated at 
Hz

nV16  

voltage noise and 
Hz
fA1  current noise.  These values are well suited for the chosen 

application as they contribute insignificant amounts to total output voltage and current 

noise (34pV and 2.1pA, respectively).  

 

Low current devices operate at lower voltage levels, resulting in reduced noise and power 

consumption.  The AD823 uses only 2.6  of current, which ranks well against other 

operational amplifiers while still satisfying the performance requirements for this 

application. 

mA

   

4.3.2 TLC555 Timer 
 
Timer component selection was based primarily on power consumption and bandwidth 

specifications.  The TLC555 exceeded these and all other requirements for this 

application.  The ‘555’ name actually comes from three 5.0 kΩ resistors that are 

combined with transistors and other logic components inside the IC.  These internal parts 

combine to produce a digital pulse signal for this application.  When configured for 

square wave operation in astable mode, external resistors and capacitors determine the 

output wave characteristics.  The duty cycle is usually represented as the percentage of on 

pulse time to off pulse time.  With the circuitry provided in Figure 4.12, an external RC 

combination determines a frequency of RC38.11  and gives a 50% duty cycle [20][3]. 
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Figure 4.12:  Timer operation diagram 

 

4.3.3 MAX4053 Multiplexer 
 
The MAX4053 multiplexer was selected for the excitation and timer control sub-circuit 

of Figure 4.7 based on its CMOS construction and low source voltage specifications.  

When functioning as a switch, this analog device can be used to combine electrical 

signals.  When provided two different input signals, a third controlling signal can be used 

to determine the device’s output.  For example, in Figure 4.11 input signals A and B are  

triangular and square waves, respectively.  They will have a common output that is 

either A, B, or a combination of the two.   This signal output combination is determined 

by a third controlling signal, C.  In this situation, the time period when signal C is in the 

‘on’ mode gives an output that is a portion of the triangular wave (A) and when in the 

‘off’ mode, a portion of the square wave (B).  The output signal, shown in Figure 4.12, is 

alternating square and triangular wave half cycles.     

 

Figure 4.13:  Multiplexer operation diagram 
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4.3.4 74HC74 Flip-Flop 
 
A flip-flop (like D1 or D2 in Figure 4.7) is often used to reduce the frequency of a given 

square wave.  Under basic operation, the clock input determines the value of two outputs, 

high (on) or low (off).  A square wave clock signal input creates two outputs of that same 

magnitude but at half frequency or ‘divided by two.’  This occurs because the output high 

is only being triggered on every high pulse edge, skipping the mid-cycle low edge in 

between.  Combinations of these devices can be configured to modify the frequencies in 

different ways, such as dividing a signal by four or eight.  Also manufactured using 

CMOS technology, the HC7474 is chosen for its low power requirements and adequate 

bandwidth.  

 

4.3.5 Other Components & Cost 
 
The previously described IC’s were chosen primarily based on function while other 

components in the circuit, basic analog devices such as resistors, potentiometers, and 

capacitors, were selected with cost and availability in mind.  Resistors and capacitors 

come in varying tolerances but the flexibility in circuit design as well as the application 

parameters allows use of components without extreme attention to tolerance issues.  Just 

as selection of these components is important to circuit operation, organizing them 

together in a way that avoids interference is essential (see section 6.2.6 PCB design). 

 

Electrical costs include the integrated circuits (ICs) and the analog components 

previously described.  A total electrical cost of $21.80 is realized for each sensor as both 

the vertical and horizontal sensors use the same components.  Note that the printed circuit 
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board (PCB), connectors, sockets, and other accessories on the PCB are considered 

mechanical components and are not included in this total.  
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5. CDS Circuit Analysis 
To analytically ensure that the CDS circuit satisfies the performance requirements for 

chatter prediction in HSM applications, state equations were derived and PSPICE time-

domain simulations were conducted.  This chapter highlights the modeling and 

simulation process.  Simulation results validate the stability and accuracy of the sensor 

with selected components. 

 

5.1 Overview 

Circuit behavior can be analyzed and understood through the derivation and analysis of 

dynamic models, the system state equations.  These state equations enable the evaluation 

of gain relations as well as the system’s filtering characteristics.  Circuit stability is 

analyzed by calculating the system poles from these state equations.  Time-domain 

simulations conducted in PSPICE® further verify circuit performance.  The most 

influential sources of noise and nonlinearity on circuit behavior are then identified and 

discussed. 

 

5.2 Circuit Modeling 

Kirchoff’s Current Law (KCL) and Kirchoff’s Voltage Law (KVL) can be used to obtain 

state equations for electrical circuits.  To simplify the modeling and analysis, standard 

assumptions are made regarding electrical components and their constitutive relations, as 

summarized in Table 5.1. 
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Table.1:  Circuit modeling assumptions 

Ideal square wave excitation 
Infinite op-amp input impedance (zero input current) 
Zero differential input voltage for op-amps 
Capacitors C1 and C2 are shorted at carrier frequency 

 

5.2.1 Sensing Circuitry 

Operational amplifier A1 of Figure 5.1, which amplifies the signal from the sensing 

element, is configured for linear charging with square wave excitation.  This linearity is 

ensured by proper adjustment of the linearity potentiometer, VR1, which causes a 

constant gain difference between N2 and N1.  Specifically, this adjustment causes the 

excitation square wave to provide a constant current source to the sensing element, which 

through Ohm’s Law is 
4

)( 21

R
VV NN −±

.     

 

 
7.5k

Figure 5.1:  Sensing circuitry schematic 
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Combining Ohm’s Law with KCL at nodes N1, N2, and N3 of Figure 5.1 gives: 
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Realizing that V  must equal V  to satisfy the ideal operational amplifier assumptions 

and capacitor assumptions listed in Table 5.1, the preceding equations can be simplified.  

With  approximately equal to zero at the excitation frequency of 225kHz, Equation 5.3 

reduces to 
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out =  or V 22 NVout ⋅=  when 65 RR = .  Similarly, C  can be 

eliminated from Equation 5.1 with capacitor assumptions and substituting for V , 

giving: 
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To obtain a meaningful relationship between the sensing element capacitance and the 

voltage output in the time domain, 
dt

dV
C N

ss
2=i  can be substituted into Equation 5.2.  

Then, by manipulating this equation, we obtain 
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 −
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R
VV
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NN

s
N     ( 5.5) 

 

Note that the guarding amplifier, A2, was not taken into consideration for this analysis.  

This amplifier is configured as a follower, which means that it forces the guard voltage to 

equal the voltage at the sensing element.  Since by assumption V  equals V , no 

current flows between these nodes.   

2N 3N

 

From Equation 5.5, it is clear that the output voltage is directly related to sensing 

capacitor displacement because  is inversely proportional to plate motion.  This is 

illustrated in Figure 5.2, which shows the linear charging and discharging of C  at the 

center of one period with the ideal circuit values listed in Figure 5.1.  Note that R4 can be 

adjusted to any value to set the desired output gain and the excitation voltage is +10V and 

–10V for charging and discharging, respectively at a nominal capacitance of 50 microns.   

sC

s
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Figure 5.2:  Linear charging/discharging of C  s

 

Nonlinear charging results when gain relations described earlier are not satisfied, which 

is primarily caused by variations in resistance from nominal values.  The primary sources 

of non-adjustable nonlinearity include variations in R1, R2, R3, and output impedance of 

the MAX4053 analog multiplexer.  When these resistance values differ significantly from 

those presented in Figure 5.1, nonlinear charging results.  An example of this is shown in 

Figure 5.3, where the value of R1 is changed from 20 kΩ to 20.1 kΩ to show the effect of 

a 100Ω change caused by the output impedance from the analog switches S1 and S2.  

Note that the plot values are scaled up from the actual 100Ω and a zoomed image with 

linear curve fit is included to make the minimal (<5%) nonlinearity more evident. 
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Figure 5.3:  Nonlinear charging/discharging of C  (red) s

 

To compensate for inherent circuit nonlinearities, the linearity potentiometer VR1 must be 

correctly adjusted.  This potentiometer varies the resistance ratio between R5 and R6 to 

correct for nonlinearities in other parts of the sensing circuitry.  Figure 5.4 demonstrates 

that VR1 adjusts the ratio of R5/R6 appropriately to correct for the nonlinearity in the 

example presented previously.  
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Figure 5.4:  Adjustment of VR1 to correct charging nonlinearity and gain reduction 

 

The preceding analysis related nodal voltages gains to circuit linearity; by adjusting VR1 

for unity gain between N1 and N2, the square wave excitation creates constant current 

and therefore linear charging and discharging of the sensing element.  The non-inverting 

feedback combination of R5 and R6 give an approximate gain of 2.0 from sensing 

element to output A1 when properly adjusted.  Though the RC combination of R8 and C2 

has little effect on the sensing element’s gain, it improves stability up to a bandwidth of 

approximately 2.0 kHz.  Any resonance or oscillation at frequencies below this cutoff is 

significantly reduced by this RC combination.  The output of A1, proportional to 

displacement, is thus filtered for better noise rejection. 
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5.2.2 Filtering & Demodulation 

The flexibility of this circuit allows for noise filtering at several locations, which is 

essential for maximizing the SNR.  The circuit topology includes first-order low-pass and 

high-pass filters as well as synchronous demodulation (Figure 5.5). 

 

 

Figure 5.5:  Demodulation Circuit Schematic 

 

Extending the KCL and KVL circuit analysis to the high and low-pass filters at nodes N4 

and N5, respectively, gives:  
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Solving these expressions for the transfer function at each node results in:  
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for node N4 and: 
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for node N5. 

 

The combination of R9 = 20 kΩ and C3 = 0.01 Fµ  form a high-pass filter at N4 with a 

cut-off frequency of approximately 800Hz.  The primary objective of this filter is to 

significantly reduce the amplitude of any low frequency noise that couples to the sensing 

element.  This includes environmental interference, such as ambient noise from nearby 

electronics or fluorescent lighting.   

 

The low-pass filter formed by R12 = 2 kΩ and C4 = 0.1 Fµ  at N5 also has a cut-off 

frequency of 800Hz.  The filter essentially averages the 450 kHz demodulated triangular 

wave to produce an analog DC output.  This filter also sets the maximum rate at which 

the triangle wave’s slope can fluctuate, or more specifically, the sensor’s bandwidth.   

 

The demodulation portion of the circuit includes amplifier A3 as well as the analog 

multiplexer, S3. Any systematic noise coupled to the sensing element that has a 

frequency greater than the carrier signal will be eliminated because, as negative half-
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cycles are inverted, the noise peaks cancel.  Mathematically, the synchronous 

demodulator is essentially an absolute value function applied to the voltage at N4.  Due to 

the highly nonlinear characteristics of the absolute value function, a transfer function 

analysis was not performed.   

 

5.3 PSPICE Simulations 

A model was constructed to simulate the sensor circuit dynamics using the PSPICE 

Capture V.14.2 simulation package.  This PSPICE model consisted of three subsystems, 

as shown in Figure 5.6.  To simulate the excitation and demodulator control subsystem 

(components 74HC74, MAX4053, and TLC555), controlled digital sources and switches 

were used.  The circuit sensing and guarding subsystem was modeled using AD823 

amplifiers for A1 and A2.  Switches S1 and S2 with amplifier A3 perform signal 

demodulation, as described previously. 

 

 

Figure 5.6:  PSPICE CDS circuit schematic 
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 The effects of parameter variations on the circuit’s steady-state response were 

investigated using this PSPICE model.  The sensor capacitance C1 was fixed according to 

the values in Table 5.2 to simulate realistic sensor displacements over the range of 5 to 

185 mµ . 

Table 5.2:  Steady-state simulation input values: static 

Plate 
Capacitance

 )( pF

Plate 
Separation

)( mµ  
958 5 
73.7 65 
38.3 125 
25.9 185 

 

Figure 5.7 displays the steady-state sensor output voltages for the fixed circuit parameters 

given in Table 5.2.   
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Figure 5.7:  PSPICE simulation results:  Static voltage output vs. displacement 
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As expected, a highly linear relationship between sensor displacement and output voltage 

was realized.  These simulated results verify the effectiveness of the synchronous 

demodulation circuit for static measurements.  Additionally, they reveal a sensor 

sensitivity of 6.6 mV , exceeding the design requirements for use with an integrated 

chatter prediction device for HSM applications. 

nm/

 

Additional simulations quantified the effects of guard capacitance on the sensor 

calibration curve.  Figure 5.8 demonstrates the reduction in sensitivity to approximately 

5.5  caused by an added guard capacity of 34 pF.   nmmV /
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Figure 5.8:  PSPICE simulation results: Static voltage output vs. displacement with added guard 

capacitance 

 

Transient response characteristics including rise time, settling time, and overshoot (or 

undershoot) were investigated for a nominal gap of 50 mµ .  Figure 5.9 shows the 

stabilization of the voltage output at amplifier A1.  The signal takes approximately 
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32 sµ to reach its peak undershoot voltage value of - 4.87 V and takes approximately 

2 ms to fully settle.  Figure 5.10 shows a zoomed image of the steady-state output signal.  

As expected, the triangular output exhibits highly linear behavior. 

 

 

Figure 5.9:  PSPICE simulation results: transient response of amplifier A1 output voltage 
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Figure 5.10:  PSPICE simulation results:  zoomed transient response of amplifier A1 output voltage 

 

5.4 Noise Sources & Their Impact 

The main sources of CDS circuit noise are from the sensor’s environment, from circuit 

components, and the power supply.  Environmental noise can be effectively reduced with 

a correct guarding scheme.  The effects of component noise sources, particularly op-amp 

input current and voltage, can be investigated with dynamic modeling.   

 

Noise associated with op-amp input current is negligible compared to the noise associated 

with input voltage for this application.  This is verified by considering the cross-

resistance ratio nnc IER =  as compared to the op-amp input impedance.  With input 

voltage and current noise ratings of 16
Hz

nV  and 1
Hz
fA  respectively, Ω= MRc 16 .  

Thus, for the horizontal CDS where the maximum input impedance occurs at a plate 
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spacing of 110 mµ , Ω=
⋅⋅⋅

== − k
C

Zs 2.16
)1062.43(2250002

11
12πω

, and current noise is 

not a factor.  For completeness, Equation 5.10 can be used to calculate the input current 

noise given an op-amp’s input noise amplifier rating, gain, and input impedance [3]: 

pV
Hz
fAZIG inncurrent 1.321620012 =Ω⋅⋅=⋅⋅=

rmsV

E

µ

 

   ( 5.10) 

 

G  = amplifier gain 

nI  = input current noise rating 

Zin = input impedance 

 

Input operational amplifier voltage noise is most influential and thus the total output 

noise of the circuit can be approximated using Equation 5.11 [3].  For this sensing 

application, resonant tool motion will result in a maximum plate separation of 100 

microns.   At this displacement value, Equation 5.11 provides an estimated output noise 

of 2.2  (~0.8ppmV ).  For more sensitive applications where added guard capacity 

may severely impact sensor performance, circuit modifications may be required to 

improve performance.  Using operational amplifiers with lower voltage noise ratings, 

higher bandwidths to match FET capacitance to total input capacitance, or decreasing 

guard capacitances are all ways to reduce the inhibiting affects of the input voltage noise.  

Few FET amplifiers, however, offer better ratings than the AD823 chosen for this HSM 

application.   
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where: 

 

G   = amplifier gain 

strayC  = stray capacity 

signalC   = sensing element’s capacitance 

nE   = amplifier input voltage noise rating  

BW  = the circuit bandwidth. 

 

The expected SNR and resolution can be estimated from the previous calculation 

resulting from input amplifier voltage noise only.  Given an estimated RMS voltage 

across the sensor plates of 0.9V, the signal to noise ratio is: 
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The sensor resolution can then be approximated as a function of the sensor plate spacing 

and an SNR: 
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The power supply utilized during sensor evaluation also contributes to the total output 

noise.  The power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) estimates supply noise rejection by the 

AD823 operational amplifier and, from the specification sheet, is 80 dB.  For the Agilent 

E3602A supply, which produces <1.5 mV of noise [1], this decibel reduction gives a 

value of approximately 2 µV.  This is an insignificant noise source as compared to the 

output noise due to input voltage. 

 

5.5 Sources of Nonlinearity 

For this CDS application, sensor output nonlinearities result from probe characteristics, 

circuit imperfections, and gain variations.  Despite a good probe guarding scheme, 

electric field bending is still one of the major causes of the nonlinearity associated with 

capacitive sensors [42].  This type of nonlinearity is relatively constant and can be 

compensated for using the aforementioned linearity potentiometer.  Circuit imperfections 

such as variations in the positive and negative operational amplifier supply voltages also 

degrade output linearity but are not usually significant.  For linear charging, the gain 

value between the sensing element and input square wave excitation must be unity to 

ensure a constant current source.  Any small deviations from unity gain will cause 

nonlinear charging of the sensing element, which will cause nonlinearities in CDS output.  

If the drifting of circuit components with time and temperature is an issue within the 

chatter prediction device, then the use of a standard probe and high quality components 

will help prevent or correct associated errors [3]. 
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6. CDS Mechanical Design 
 
The primary goal of this research was to design, fabricate, and demonstrate the 

capabilities of a capacitive displacement sensor (CDS) for use in an automated chatter 

prediction system for HSM applications.  Mechanical design aspects were primarily 

based on the sensor’s environment and functional requirements. 

 

  

Figure 6.1:  Complete CDS sensor system hardware  

 
 
6.1 Design Overview 

The CDS measurement setup includes x-axis (horizontal) and z-axis (vertical) capacitive 

sensor probes, a probe stand and base, and electrical connectors (Figure 6.2).  The 

mechanical design was constrained primarily by the specially designed tool geometry, as 

illustrated in Figure 6.5a.  This geometry is shaped similar to an inverted tack and is 

hereafter referred to as the ‘tack-tool’ geometry.   
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Figure 6.2:  CDS measurement setup  

 

Materials for the probe and support stand were selected for optimal functionality, 

performance, manufacturability, and cost.  The probe’s sensing area was maximized to 

achieve the required sensitivity and a rigid, non-conducting stand was fabricated to 

minimize mechanical vibrations and electrical ground loops.  Reducing electrical noise 

was of primary design concern, thus probe guards were fabricated.  The printed circuit 

board (PCB) and its enclosure were designed to minimize noise from circuit components 

and environmental sources.  The following sections detail the mechanical design aspects 

of this project. 

 

6.2 Design Specifications 

The design of horizontal and vertical sensor probes was constrained by several 

mechanical and electrical requirements including tool geometry, space limitations, 

mechanical stiffness, required sensitivity, and noise immunity.  Although each of these 

factors influenced the design process, tool geometry and required sensitivity were most 

influential.  The sensor probes are designed for maximum plate area, resulting in 

maximum nominal gap capacitance, thereby achieving the sensor resolution 
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requirements. Electrical guards and non-conducting stands were incorporated for 

improved noise immunity.  

 

6.2.1 Materials & Connectors 

The sensor probes were made from three press-fitted parts; the guard, insulator, and 

sensing element as labeled in Figure 6.3.  Although any conducting material (metal) 

could be considered for the sensor probes and guards, ideal materials have superior 

machinability, low electrical resistance, high corrosion resistance, suitably low 

coefficients of thermal expansion, and low cost.  Considering that only minimal 

temperature variations are anticipated for this application, thermal expansion was the 

least important selection criteria.  After careful consideration of available materials, 6061 

aluminum was chosen for the sensing element and guard.   

 

The insulator was required to be non-conductive, highly machinable, and cost effective.  

Ultra High Molecular Weight (UHMW) Polyethylene, which has a relative dielectric 

constant, rε , of 2.3 and resistivity of 10 .  Although Teflon® is the preferred 

insulating material for these applications [3], electrical performance was not significantly 

reduced (the dielectric constant of Teflon is 2.0 F/m, and the resistivity is10 ), 

while cost and machinibility of UHMW are superior.   

cm−Ω15

cm−Ω18
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UHMW 
polyethylene  

6061 Aluminum  

Figure 6.3:  Probe materials aluminum and UHMW polyethylene 

 

High-quality, pre-assembled connectors were purchased to avoid line losses and induced 

noise due to poor guarding and manual assembly.  Gold plated connectors from Johnson 

Components (RG-316 SMA 415-0032-006, shown in Figure 6.4) are rated to 50 MHz to 

eliminate any frequency-induced signal distortion.  Screw fasteners were selected to 

ensure reliable connections during vibration testing.   

 

Figure 6.4:  SMA probe connector 

 

6.2.2 Probe Geometry 

The horizontal sensor probe geometry was constrained by the cylindrical tack-tool, which 

measures 7.62 cm in diameter and 2.54 cm in height, as labeled in Figure 6.5a.  A circular 

probe face with a radius of 3.81 cm, which provided a constant 50 micron gap between 
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the probe and tack tool, was machined out 6061 aluminum (Figure 6.5b).  The horizontal 

probe height (2.54 cm) and width (3.81 cm, corresponding to 46° of tool span) were 

selected for optimal sensitivity.   
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The vertical probe design was similarly limited by dimensional constraints.  Its shape was 

again constrained by the tack tool geometry, resulting in a sectioned-sector geometry 

with the central axis of a 7.62 cm diameter circular tube with .635 cm wall thickness.  

The edges of this sector cut-away are filleted to a 0.3175 cm radius, as shown in Figure 

6.6. Tilting effects were less significant than was the case for the horizontal sensor due to 

narrower sensing plate geometry along the axis of tilt.   

 

 

Figure 6.6:  z-axis measurement probe 

6.2.3 Probe Guards 

An effective guarding scheme was designed to reduce fringe effects and interference 

from the sensor’s environment.  Guarding reduces fringe-induced errors by straightening 

the lines of electric flux at the sensing electrode’s edge.   Figure 6.7 illustrates this 

concept by displaying a sensing element with (left) and without (right) a guard, 

respectively.  Sensor plate guarding also reduces any twisting or tilting errors parallel to 

the measurement plate’s surface [16].  Additionally, electromagnetic influences are 

effectively eliminated with proper guarding [5]. 
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Figure 6.7:  Parallel plate configuration with guard (left) and without a guard (right) 

 

Though probe performance was enhanced by the guarding technique used in this 

application, some guard-induced errors may exist.  Heerens, et al. [5] computed guard-

induced errors as calculated by a relative deviation in sensing electrode capacitance (Cs) 

to be less than )( dxe Π− , where ‘x’ represents the guard width and ‘d’ represents the plate 

separation.  With guard widths of 3175 um and 1270 um for the horizontal and vertical 

probes, respectively, and plate separations of 50 microns or less, this value is negligible 

(on the order of 10-35 Farads).  Errors may also result from signals coupling to the guard.  

In the case of nearby logic signals with less than 100 ohms impedance, shielding of the 

guard may be necessary [3]. 

 

6.2.4 Probe Analysis 

For the probe geometries described above, the output voltage of the sensing preamplifier 

with added guard capacity can be calculated as follows;  
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where: 

gd  = insulation thickness (m) 

sd  = nominal measurement gap (m) 

gA  = guard area (m2) 

sA  = sensing plate area (m2) 

oε  = permittivity of free space ( mF-12108.8541878 ⋅ ) 

rsε  = relative permeability (dielectric constant) of air ( mF0.1 ) 

rgε  = relative permeability (dielectric constant) for UHMW Polyethylene ( mF3.2 ) 

if tt −   = probe charging time (s) 

21 NN VV −      = positive feedback voltage (V) 

4R  = preamp feedback resistance ( Ω ) 

 

Therefore, with a charging time of s
kHz

cycle µ
_
22.2

225
1

2
1

=⋅

5.2

, an estimated feedback 

resistance of 15 , and a feedback voltage of approximately , the triangular output 

peak voltage is approximately 1.94 V.  For a 1.0 um change in displacement, this value 

changes by 146.0 mV, yielding a sensitivity of 0.14 

Ωk V

mmV µ .  A similar calculation with 

added guard capacitance produces a sensitivity of 0.10 mmV µ .  Though this calculation 

neglects probe curvature, probe surface finish, and stray capacitance from external 

sources, it indicates that sensor sensitivity should exceed the design requirements for this 

application.  The reduction in sensor sensitivity due to added guard capacitance is 

acceptable for the required resolution of 1.0 µm.   
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As with the horizontal probe, the vertical sensor sensitivity was reduced by incorporating 

guarding.  This reduction was a greater concern due to the smaller sensing area (3.083 

cm2 vs. 5.415 cm2 for the horizontal probe).  Equation 6.1 revealed that the vertical probe 

sensitivity decreased from 0.10 mmV µ   (unguarded) to 0.08 mmV µ  with added guard 

capacity.  

 

Thus, horizontal and vertical sensor sensitivities were influenced by the guarding 

schemes employed but, considering the required measurement resolutions (1.0 µm), these 

reductions were not considered significant.  

 

6.2.5 Probe Support, Positioning, and Other Considerations 

The sensor stand was designed with low mass and high rigidity to avoid vibration-

induced errors.  Measurement accuracy required that the mount have no mechanical 

vibration modes within the measurement frequency range of 0 to 1.0 kHz.  Ideally, such a 

stand would be fabricated from metals with high stiffness to mass ratios.  However, 

because the guard voltage for each sensor differed, an insulating material was required.  

To prevent electric field interactions between the vertical and horizontal sensor guards, 

UHMW polyethylene was selected for the probe support material, and the probes were 

separated by a thickness to length ratio of approximately 1:5 [20].  Figure 6.8 shows the 

final support stand. 
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Figure 6.8:  Probe stand 

 

To verify that the mechanical vibration characteristics of the support stand were 

adequate, modal tests were conducted using an instrumented impact hammer and 

analyzed to find possible resonant modes.   Figure 6.9 shows the frequency response plot 

for the support stand, which confirms adequate function up to approximately 1.0 kHz as 

the dominate mode occurs at approximately 1.3 kHz. 
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Figure 6.9:  Frequency response results from modal hammer tests 

 

6.2.6 Printed Circuit Board (PCB) & Enclosure 

The design of a printed circuit board (shown in Figure 6.10) involves determining the 

selected component’s locations and developing proper grounding and power schemes to 

minimize noise.  Various techniques are employed during board construction to reduce 

noise coupling between components as well as to protect the circuit from ambient noise.     
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Figure 6.10:  Entire circuit photo 

 

6.2.6.1 Layout, Grounding, & Power System 

The placement of circuit components was determined based on the avoidance of 

interference caused by mixed-signal coupling.  Figure 6.11 below illustrates the basic 

guideline of separating analog and digital circuitry for mixed-signal systems.  This layout 

technique minimizes the coupling between circuit subsystems [21]. 

 

 

Figure 6.11:  Circuit isolation scheme  

 

The grounding scheme is critical to good PCB design and it can resolve most EMI issues 

[2].  All current must return to its source and thus the voltage drop will result due to the 

impedance of return lines to ground.  In the ideal situation, there would be zero 

impedance and zero current flow.  This would alleviate all noise caused by the grounding 
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system because no drops in voltage would occur.  The circuit ground was designed with 

these concepts in mind, as shown in Figure 6.12. 

                   

 

Figure 6.12:  Bottom later (left) and top layer (right) of PCB 

 

An effective way to reduce impedance and inductance in the ground return is to include a 

grounding plane, shown in Figure 6.12.  Though a full grounding plane is desired, it is 

not required for good performance [3]. 

 

A stable, noiseless power system is best and was the goal for this design.  Where 

possible, ground lines should run parallel with power lines to avoid inductive loops and 

provide a solid current return path.  Though parallel routing was not possible throughout 

the entire power path, careful attention was given to place the ground plane beneath 

power traces where possible.  As added protection against power supply sourced noise 

and system transients causing instability, bulk decoupling capacitors and low-pass filters 

are included at the power input terminals, as shown in Figure 6.13. 
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Figure 6.13:  Power system diagram 

 

Also important to power stability is reducing any transients that may occur at the device 

itself.  Digital devices produce a transient current on the power lines each time a logic 

gate switches.  Given the impedance of the power traces, a voltage drop is realized.  To 

avoid this, decoupling capacitors are placed at the device’s power thermals as in Figure 

6.13. 

 

6.2.6.2 Fabrication, Assembly, Costs, & Board Specifications 

As an added measure against noise interference, the circuit was placed inside a shielded 

enclosure.  The plastic was lined internally with copper shielding tape connected to 

circuit ground.  Shielding provides noise reduction by reflecting and absorbing 

electromagnetic radiation sourced signals.  Also, the following list of guidelines was 

formulated and utilized during board fabrication [2]. 

 

• Lowest clock speed frequency to satisfy requirements is preferred. 
• Minimize clock signal loop areas. 
• Filter signals leaving noisy environments. 
• Use 45° angle trace turns to decrease radiation. 
• Single point ground and power layouts are preferred. 
• Power and ground traces should be wide. 
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• Keep digital signal lines as far away from analog inputs as possible. 
• Clock signals are routed perpendicular to I/O signals. 
• Sensitive leads kept as short as possible. 
• Avoid ground loops if at all possible. 
• All power and ground pins on an IC should be used. 
• Use decoupling capacitors and minimize lead length. 
 

The circuit components are organized on a thin board made from hardened epoxy with 

printed paths of a conducting metal on its surface.  The ICs are mounted by soldering its 

dual inline pins (DIP) into metal coated through holes called vias.  The printed metal 

paths that connect through holes are referred to as traces.  These traces can vary in width 

depending on the current flow or other design considerations such as desired line 

impedance.  Components were ordered directly from the manufacturer and then 

assembled onto a PCB purchased from ExpressPCB®, an online board provider.  The 

board layout was designed with CAD software provided by the vendor and by using the 

aforementioned layout techniques.   

 

Mechanical costs include the probe materials, PCB, connectors, and other components 

such as fasteners.  A total estimated mechanical cost of $49.46 is realized for the 

horizontal probe and $49.55 for the vertical probe.  Note that these costs do not include 

scrap material and labor. 

 

The PCB has mechanical specifications that are provided by the online vendor.  The 

board is double-sided, 3.8 in by 2.5 in, and has plated through holes.  The FR-4 epoxy 

glass is combined with 0.5 oz. of copper with a total thickness of 62 mils.  The board can 

withstand a maximum temperature of 125° C and has a dielectric constant of 4.2-5.0 
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mF .  More detailed manufacturers design specifications for the circuit board can be 

found in reference 0. 
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7. Experimental Evaluations 
 
Static and dynamic experimental tests were conducted to establish the sensing 

performance of the CDS (horizontal and vertical) in direct comparison to a Philtec® 

RC25 optical displacement sensor (ODS) with a 0.025 µm resolution.  The goal of these 

tests was to validate the feasibility of the CDS as sensing components for the automated 

chatter prediction and avoidance system.  The details of these experimental validations 

are presented in this section. 

  

7.1 Test Objectives 

Static sensor tests were conducted on a Haas VF-1 5-axis vertical milling center to 

determine the resolution, accuracy, precision, sensitivity, and noise thresholds for both 

CDSs.  Dynamic characteristics, including bandwidth and stability, were evaluated 

through modal testing on a voice coil-actuated test rig and the Haas VF-1 5-axis vertical 

milling center.  For each experiment, comparison data was recorded in real-time with a 

commercial ODS. 

 

7.2 Static Measurements 

Horizontal and vertical static sensor tests were performed on a Haas VF-1 5-axis vertical 

spindle by manually incrementing the respective linear axes (setup shown in Figure 7.1a).  

A touch-off gauge was used to adjust the sensor’s mounting bolts, and thin shims were 

inserted to minimize horizontal probe surface deviations to within 25 µm as shown in 

Figure 7.1b.   
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Figure 7.1:  (a) Experimental setup in the Haas VF-1 5-axis vertical milling center.  (b) Minimization 

of horizontal surface deviations. 

 

Voltage output from the horizontal capacitive sensor was acquired using a dSPACE© 

(Digital Signal Processing And Control Engineering) 1102 data acquisition system, 

sampled at 1000 Hz.  Simultaneous measurements were acquired from the optical 

displacement sensor, which was mounted to sense motion of the opposite tool face as 
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shown in Figure 7.1a.  The horizontal (Y) axis of the Haas was manually cycled in 2.54 

µm increments through the chatter device’s full allowable range (213 µm), dwelling for 

approximately 5 seconds at each step.   Figures 7.2 and 7.3 show the acquired data from 

the capacitive displacement sensor and optical displacement sensor, respectively.   

 

 

Figure 7.2:  Horizontal static test: horizontal CDS output voltage 

 

Figure 7.3:  Horizontal static test: horizontal ODS output voltage 
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The zoomed portion of Figure 7.2 reveals noise levels for the capacitive sensor of about 5 

mV for a selected displacement range of 69 µm to 82 µm (1.44 to 1.56 V).  Figure 7.3 

shows that noise levels for the optical displacement sensor are appreciably lower 

(approximately 2 mV) over the same zoomed range. 

 

To facilitate analysis, the raw voltage data presented in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 was 

“windowed” and “consolidated” to remove transient effects.  Specifically, one-second 

data “windows” were selected from each five-second interval acquired, resulting in 

203,000 static data points for each sensor (1000 samples for each of the 203 static 

measurements taken).  Figure 7.4 shows this “windowed” and consolidated data for the 

capacitive and optical displacement sensors.  Note that the time range has reduced by a 

factor of five due to the elimination of data.  These plots reveal noise level variations for 

the capacitive and optical displacement sensor, with average standard deviations of 2.5 

mV and 1.3 mV, respectively, across the measurement range. 

 

     

Figure 7.4:  Consolidated data from the capacitive (left) and optical experimental data (right). 
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The optical displacement sensor served as the calibration reference for capacitive sensor.  

The factory calibration curve, shown in Figure 7.5, was used to convert ODS output 

voltage data to displacement data. 

 

 

Figure 7.5:  Manufacturer-provided the RC25 ODS calibration curve. 

 

The “windowed” and “consolidated” ODS voltage data of Figure 7.4 was converted to 

displacement data by linearly interpolating the factory calibration data of Figure 7.5.  The 

resulting displacement measurements are presented in Figure 7.6 as a function of Haas 

VF-1 axis position.  This figure clearly reveals hysteresis associated with backlash in the 

X-axis servo, with a maximum positional error of approximately 1.5 µm in the range 

from 138 µm to 148 µm.   
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Figure 7.6:  ODS measured micron versus HAAS theoretical position to show minimal hysteresis 

and/or backlash.  

 

Using the ODS data as a reference, the calibration curve for the capacitive displacement 

sensor was identified.  Figure 7.7 shows all 203,000 “windowed” and “consolidated” 

CDS voltages as a function of measured ODS displacements.  Figure 7.7 also illustrates 

the slight increase in CDS voltage variance as displacement increases   The CDS 

calibration curve was obtained by averaging each of the 203 static data subsets.  Thus, the 

calibration curve is a table of 203 average CDS output voltages for average ODS 

displacement measurements, as shown in Figure 7.8.  This plot reveals a fairly linear 

response (94% linearity) over the measurement range (213 microns), with an average 

sensitivity of approximately 0.14 µm/mV.    The zoomed image of Figure 7.8 shows 

maximum and minimum deviations from the average CDS voltage for each data subset.  

The peak standard deviation of the CDS voltage across the measurement range is noted to 

be 4.3 mV.  
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Figure 7.7:  Horizontal static tests:  CDS voltage output vs. ODS displacement (left) and CDS voltage 

variance vs. average ODS displacement (right) 

 

 

Figure 7.8:  Horizontal static test:  Average CDS output voltage vs. ODS displacement measurements 

 

By interpolating the CDS calibration curve of Figure 7.8, a direct comparison of CDS and 

ODS displacement measurements was made possible.  Figure 7.9 shows the all 203,000 

“windowed” and “consolidated” CDS displacement measurements vs. ODS displacement 
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measurements.  The average of this plot is almost perfectly linear (by construction), but 

the zoomed portion indicates relative variance of the two sensors.  As expected, the CDS 

exhibits slightly greater average variance (0.057 µm over the linear range) than the ODS ( 

0.02 µm), as indicated by the oval distributions in this plot.  

 

 

Figure 7.9:  Horizontal static test:  horizontal CDS vs. ODS displacement measurements 

 

The nearly perfect linear relation between the data presented in Figure 7.9 is revealed by 

plotting average measurements for each sensor, as shown in Figure 7.10.  Average 

linearization errors, expressed as percentages of full scale displacement, are presented 

graphically in Figure 7.11.  Peak linearization accuracy of 18.0± % is realized by taking 

the highest error value present in either plot. 
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Figure 7.10:  Horizontal static test:  Average CDS vs. ODS displacement measurements 

 

   

Figure 7.11:  Full scale error (left) and of ODS reading error (right). 

 

To fully evaluate the CDS measurement performance, additional static tests were 

conducted on the Haas VF-1 5-axis vertical spindle and measurements were collected 

using the CDS calibration curve of Figure 7.8.   As before, data was collected 

simultaneously for the CDS and ODS sensors, and the resulting data was “windowed” 
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and “consolidated” to remove transient effects.  These voltage measurements were 

converted to displacement data by interpolating the respective calibration curves (Figures 

7.8 and 7.5).   Figure 7.12 shows the averaged micron-to-micron comparison between 

optical and capacitive output.  Sensor accuracy of 98.8% (1.2 % error) is verified by 

analyzing deviations from the ODS displacement values in Figure 7.12 as a percentage of 

full-scale, as shown in Figure 7.13. 

 

 

Figure 7.12:  Horizontal static test with second data set:  CDS displacement vs. ODS displacement 
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Figure 7.13:  Horizontal static test with second data set:  Full scale error   

 

Voltage output from the vertical capacitive sensor was similarly acquired using the 

dSPACE©1102 data acquisition system with a 1.0 kHz sampling rate.  The optical 

displacement sensor was mounted to sense motion of the top tool surface as labeled in 

Figure 7.1a to allow simultaneous ODS and CDS measurement acquisition.  As with the 

horizontal sensor probe, vertical surface deviations were minimized to within 25 µm 

(Figure 7.14).  Dwelling for approximately 5 seconds at each step, the vertical (Z) axis of 

the Haas was manually cycled at 2.54 µm increments through the full allowable range 

(104 µm).    
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Figure 7.14:  Minimization of vertical surface deviations. 

 

Figures 7.15a and 7.15b show the “windowed” and “consolidated” vertical sensor output.  

In particular, the five-second intervals of raw data were reduced to one-second data 

“windows,” resulting in 101,000 static data points.   As expected, higher noise level 

variations are present in the capacitive displacement sensor output voltage across the 

measurement range (104 µm) as demonstrated by a higher average standard deviation of 

3.4 mV versus 1.4 mV for the optical displacement sensor. 
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Figure 7.15:  Vertical static test:  Consolidated data from the capacitive (left) and optical 

experimental data (right).   

 

The calibration curve for the vertical capacitive displacement sensor was created by using 

the ODS displacement data as a reference.  The 101,000 “windowed” and “consolidated” 

capacitive output voltages are plotted against measured optical displacements in Figure 

7.16 to show dual variance.  By averaging the data points in Figure 7.16, the resulting 

calibration curve in Figure 7.17 consists of a table that includes 101 averaged ODS 

displacement measurements for each of the averaged CDS output voltages.  This plot 

reveals an average sensitivity of approximately 0.07 µm/mV over the measurement range 

of 104 µm and is reasonably linear.  The maximum and minimum deviations from the 

average CDS voltage for each data subset are shown in the zoomed image of Figure 7.17.  

peak standard deviation of 4.2 mV is noted for the capacitive sensor across the 

measurement range. 
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Figure 7.16:  Vertical static test:  CDS voltage output vs. ODS displacement duel variance point 

array 

 

 

 

Figure 7.17:  Vertical static test:  Average CDS output voltage vs. ODS displacement measurements 
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Supplementary vertical static tests were conducted on the Haas VF-1 5-axis spindle and 

converted using the calibration curve in Figure 17 to thoroughly evaluate CDS 

measurement performance.  After the 101,000 points of simultaneous CDS and ODS 

collected data was “windowed” and “consolidated,” they were converted to microns 

using the calibration curves in Figures 7.17 and 7.5, respectively.  Figure 7.18 

demonstrates the micron-to-micron correlation between the CDS and ODS output for the 

101 subsets of data and the corresponding maximum error of 0.26% is presented in 

Figure 7.19. 

 

 
Figure 7.18:  CDS displacement vs. ODS displacement: second data set vertical static test  
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Figure 7.19:  Full scale error from second data set vertical static test 

 

The plots in this section quantify horizontal and vertical capacitive sensor static 

performance parameters of noise, sensitivity, resolution, accuracy, and precision.  The 

average standard deviation in voltage or noise for horizontal measurement was 2.5 mV 

and 3.4 mV in the vertical direction.  The resolution for the horizontal, 0.70 µm, and 

vertical, 0.48 µm, sensors is obtained by multiplying the provided noise figure by a 

sensitivity of approximately 0.14 µm/mV and 0.07 µm/mV, respectively.  An accuracy of 

98.8% in horizontal motion measurement and 99.7% for vertical were recorded based on 

the calibration curves constructed from ODS displacement values.  Capacitive sensor 

precision and repeatability are demonstrated based on the relative performance to the 

ODS (less than 1.2% error). 
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7.3 Dynamic Testing 

Dynamic characteristics, including frequency response, bandwidth, and stability, were 

evaluated through modal tests on a voice coil-actuated test rig.   More extensive modal 

tests were conducted on a HAAS VF-1 5-axis vertical milling center using to verify CDS 

functionality as part of an integrated chatter prediction device. 

 

7.3.1 Voice coil-Actuated Test Rig 

A parallel plate sensing capacitor (with variable gap) was fabricated for experimental 

testing of the sensor circuitry.  As labeled in Figure 7.20, the sensor probe is firmly 

affixed to one side of the plastic mount.  An ODS mounting hole is located just beneath 

the probe where it can be adjusted and locked into place by tightening a nylon side screw.   

 

A high-bandwidth linear actuator with continuous position output would have been ideal 

for actuating the sensor’s movable plate.  However, no commercially available actuation 

device met the required bandwidth, amplitude range and resolution, and price range.  

Thus a voice coil actuator (actually a midrange audio speaker) was purchased and 

mounted on a base along with a cross-bearing linear slide. The linear slide was attached 

to the voice coil actuator using epoxy and a thin steel connecting rod.  A lightweight 

aluminum adapter was machined to secure the connecting rod to movable plate.  
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Figure 7.20:  Voice coil-actuated dynamic testing setup 

To verify dynamic sensing performance, modal tests were conducted using a dSPACE® 

1102 real-time data acquisition/control system and function generator (FG-8002) 

manufactured by LG® Precision.  The FG-8002 was manually adjusted to provide a 

sinusoidal current input with a desired amplitude, frequency, and offset to the voice coil 

actuator while the CDS and ODS output displacement responses were recorded at a 

sample rate of 20 kHz using dSPACE®.   

 

7.3.1.1 Constant gap tests 
 
To establish baseline noise levels for subsequent signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) analysis, 

CDS and ODS sensor output was acquired at a nominal, constant gap of 50.0 µm.  Figure 

7.19a displays CDS and ODS time histories, with mean values subtracted for direct 
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comparison, and Figure 7.19b shows the associated frequency response magnitude plot.  

Although the time histories appear similar, the CDS exhibits standard deviation noise 

levels of 0.96 µm (2.8 mV) with a variance of 0.027 ppmµ , slightly higher than the ODS 

noise levels of 0.82 µm (1.8 mV) with a variance of 0.009 ppmµ .  Frequency domain 

analysis reveals mostly broadband, random noise.   

 

Figure 7.21:  Dynamic test of CDS vs. ODS constant gap noise levels:  a) time responses b) frequency 

responses (CDS blue, ODS red) 

 
7.3.1.2 Frequency response tests 
 
The frequency response characteristics of the CDS were evaluated by applying a fixed-

frequency sinusoidal current to the voice coil actuator.  Figure 7.22a shows ODS and 

CDS output responses in the time domain from actuating the voice coil with a 125 Hz 

sinusoidal current input.  The results compare well and, as shown in the zoomed image of 

Figure 7.22b, there is approximately twice the noise present in the CDS output. There is 

also a slight phase shift (~2°) between the CDS to ODS.  This phase shift likely 

originates from differences between ODS and CDS circuitry.  Since the phase shift does 

not affect the oscillation frequency, the resonant peaks recorded by the CDS and ODS 
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should be comparable.  Though the frequency response of this signal reveals excellent 

agreement between the CDS and ODS output (Figure 7.23), any future problems that may 

be associated with this phase shift could be adjusted out using the low-pass filter that 

follows the synchronous demodulator. 

 

 

Figure 7.22:  Dynamic test of CDS vs. ODS at 125 Hz:  a) time response b) zoomed time response 

(CDS blue, ODS red) 

 
Figure 7.23:  Dynamic test of CDS vs. ODS at 125 Hz:  a) frequency response b) zoomed frequency 

response (CDS blue, ODS red)  
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Several factors prevented accurate determination of sensor bandwidth using the voice coil 

setup.  Increasing the mass that is attached to the speaker cone will drastically reduce the 

bandwidth of the speaker and thus cause a substantial drop off in cone amplitude with 

time.  The linear slide used to guide plate motion has an associated bearing friction.  

During plate motion, viscous damping caused by dynamic air fluctuations in the gap may 

inhibit accurate measurements.   Also, the components of the experimental setup could 

have a natural frequency of oscillation within the desired test range and thus modal tests 

were performed.  Figure 7.24 shows three frequency responses attained by exciting the 

structure 1) closest to the slide and facing the speaker, 2) on the rear of the voice coil, 3) 

on the voice coil mounting fasteners.  The resonant peaks within the testing frequency 

range of 67 Hz, 161 Hz and 493 Hz confirm the inability of obtaining accurate sensor 

bandwidth information. 

 

Figure 7.24:  Hammer impact testing on voicecoil-actuated experimental setup 
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Despite the inadequacies of the experimental device, a swept-sine wave from 

approximately 125 Hz to 900 Hz over a 50 second time interval was used to determine an 

approximate bandwidth of the CDS.  The sensor’s bandwidth is realized as the sensor 

output decreases by approximately 3dB with respect to its input.  Figure 7.25 

demonstrates a sensor bandwidth of approximately 500 Hz.  Though this plot appears 

reasonable, it underestimates the sensor bandwidth as validated by subsequent 

experimental results acquired on a Haas VF-1 5-axis vertical milling center.  

 

Figure 7.25:  Dynamic test of CDS bandwidth over 900 Hz (CDS blue, ODS red)  

 

7.3.2 Haas VF-1 5-axis Vertical Milling Center 

The primary goal of this research is to produce a CDS that can be used to predict stable 

machining regions for HSM applications.  This requires accurate displacement 

measurements of the tool and spindle system.  Extensive CDS dynamic testing was 

conducted in direct comparison with the ODS in a Haas VF-1 5-axis vertical machining 

center to validate its function as an accurate displacement measuring device.  After 
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performing similar probe surface adjustments as described in section 7.2, the same final 

setup (shown in Figure 7.1) was used for conducting these dynamic tests.   

 

Electromagnetic actuation (EMA) is controlled using dSpace Control Desk® software 

with a Matlab Simulink® model to determine the dynamic characteristics of the 

too/spindle system.  The model sends a controllable swept sine wave of current from 0 to 

1000 Hz over a 30 second time interval to the EMA coil.  Voltage output from the CDS 

and ODS was acquired in real-time using the dSPACE© 1102 data acquisition system, 

sampled at 20 kHz.  

 

Tests were conducted to verify the operation and performance of the x-axis and z-axis 

capacitive displacement sensors.  Receptance coupling analysis for VulcanCraft 

Performance® requires measurements along the x-axis while applying a force in the x-

direction (Fx_mx), along the x-axis while forcing in the z-direction (Fz_mx), along the z-

axis while forcing in the x-direction (Fx_mz), and finally along the z-axis while forcing 

in the z-direction (Fz_mz).  The subsequent paragraphs compare the CDS and ODS 

acquired output data in the time and frequency domains.  

 

To verify x-axis CDS operation, displacement measurements were obtained in real-time 

with the ODS for EMA forces applied in the x and z directions.  The spindle was 

carefully positioned to approximately 25 µm relative to the CDS x-axis probe surface and 

15 mµ relative to the z-axis surface.  The acquired data is modified for analysis by 

trimming the initial and final idle zones.  The ODS output is then inverted and the mean 
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values are subtracted from each output for amplitude comparison about the origin, as 

shown in Figures 7.26a and 7.27a.  Using the spindle compliance of 0.0436 µm/N  

(calculated in section 3.5), estimated force values of 230 N and 92 N are obtained from 

the maximum initial x-forcing and z-forcing displacements of 10 µm and 4 µm, 

respectively.  The excellent consistency between the data sets in these plots verify 

operation and performance of the x-axis CDS.  Though there is a noticeable amplitude 

difference, the error is small relative to full scale and is likely associated with the slightly 

increased CDS noise.  Figure 7.26b and 7.27b presents frequency response comparisons 

between CDS and ODS output results for x and z forcing, respectively.  The frequency 

domain results compare quite well, which is expected based on the consistent time 

domain results.  Due to the smaller size and surface area available for electromagnetic 

actuation in the z-axis, the CDS and ODS measurement amplitudes are significantly 

reduced. 

 

Figure 7.26:  Dynamic verification with  z-direction forcing and z-axis measurement - (a) time 

responses (b) frequency responses (CDS blue, ODS red) 
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Figure 7.27:  Dynamic verification with  z-direction forcing and x-axis measurement - (a) time 

responses (b) frequency responses (CDS blue, ODS red)  

 

Similar tests were conducted to verify the operation and performance of the z-axis CDS 

as displacement measurements were obtained in real-time with the ODS for x and z 

actuation.  However, due to the inability to firmly affix the ODS for z-axis measurement, 

a direct comparison is not presented.  The CDS data is acquired after spindle adjustment 

and is trimmed as before.  Figures 7.28a and 7.29a illustrate the time domain output data 

for x and z forcing after subtracting mean values from the CDS data.   As with the x-axis 

data presented previously, there is a significant amplitude different between x and z 

actuation. Notice that with smaller displacements, signal noise is more apparent.  Using 

the same force values as previously presented, Figures 7.28b and 7.29b manifest the 

frequency domain CDS output results for x and z forcing, respectively.  These plots 

compare well with the amplitude and resonant peaks presented previously in Figures 

7.26b, and 7.27b.   
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Figure 7.28:  Dynamic verification with x-direction forcing and z-axis measurement - (a) time 

responses (b) frequency responses (CDS blue, ODS red) 

 

 

Figure 7.29:  Dynamic verification with z-direction forcing and z-axis measurement - (a) time 

responses (b) frequency responses (CDS blue, ODS red) 

 

7.4 Summary of Test Results 

The experimental test results presented in this chapter clearly demonstrate the feasibility 

of the CDS as part of a chatter prediction and avoidance system for HSM applications.  

Static tests verified the resolution, accuracy, precision, and noise of the CDS. Dynamic 

tests confirmed the bandwidth and stability of the sensor.  The signal-to-noise ratios for 

the x-axis and z-axis sensors compare well to the ODS, as shown in Table 7.1.  Most 
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importantly, modal tests on a commercial CNC milling machine demonstrated the 

ultimate utility of the CDS as part of an automated chatter prediction system.   

Table 7.1:  SNR calculations 

Test
Signal 

(mV-max)

Std. Dev. 
of Noise 
(mVpp)

CDS 
SNR

Signal 
(mV-max)

Std. Dev. 
of Noise 
(mVpp)

ODS 
SNR

Fx_mx 1700.00 2.80 55.67 2320.00 1.80 62.20
Fz_mx 1750.00 2.80 55.92 2280.00 1.80 62.05
Fx_mz 1570.00 2.80 54.97 --- 1.80 ---
Fz_mz 1580.00 2.80 55.03 --- 1.80 ---  
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8. Conclusion and Future Work 
 
The final design of two application specific, non-contacting capacitive displacement 

sensors satisfied all performance requirements.  Simulations verified circuit function, 

both statically and dynamically.  Experimental results and final remarks on improvements 

are also discussed. 

 

8.1 Conclusion 

The complete development, from technology selection to prototype verification, of 

custom, low cost, non-contacting capacitive displacement sensors for use in an automated 

system to predict and avoid chatter in high-speed milling (HSM) operations is presented.  

Extending from a device introduced at NIST that used non-contacting permanent 

magnets, the VulcanCraft Performance® system modulates tool forcing through 

electromagnetic actuation (EMA) to accurately determine modal characteristics.  

Accurate measurement of tool displacements created by these induced forces is vital for 

reliable prediction chatter-free cutting regions.   

 

Although an optical displacement sensor (ODS) has provided repeatable and accurate 

measurements in experimental tests, its associated high cost ($1200/unit) strongly 

encourages the use of an alternate sensor technology.  Also, the final version of 

VulcanCraft Performance® will require multiple sensors, which further emphasizes the 

need for a low-cost, non-contacting sensing technology. 
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Non-contacting capacitive sensors were successfully developed to the required design 

specifications of cost, accuracy, resolution, bandwidth, and size for VulcanCraft 

Performance®.  Final sensor costs are $171.26 and $271.35 for the horizontal and vertical 

sensors, respectively (with 2.0 and 4.0 hours of fabrication costs added at $50.00/hr, 

respectively).  PSPICE® and Matlab® were used to simulate and analytically verify 

sensor performance and stability.  Actual sensor specifications were determined through 

extensive static and dynamic experimentation conducted in real-time with an ODS.  

Finally, the feasibility of sensor integration for automated chatter prediction was 

confirmed through measurements made on a CNC vertical milling center.   

 

8.2 Improvements & Future Work 

Capacitive sensor performance may be enhanced for future versions of VulcanCraft 

Performance® with the following modifications:  decreased stray capacitance, precision 

machined probe surfaces, and added noise reduction techniques.  Added guard 

capacitance significantly affects sensor sensitivity and, with an expected decrease in 

probe area for future prototypes, the minimization of stray capacity is critical.  Also, stray 

capacity may be reduced through using alternate connectors, probe materials, or circuit 

fabrication techniques.  Assuring flat and parallel probe/target surfaces is important for 

accurate performance.  Noise reduction can be accomplished through numerous 

techniques.  Some were explored during prototype fabrication but others, such as 

including a 3-pole low-pass filter at circuit output, should certainly be explored for 

increased sensor performance. 
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Appendix A:  Parts List 
 

Description Part # Supplier Cost/unit X-axis Qty. 
Used

X-axis 
Cost

Z-axis Qty. 
Used

Z-axis 
Cost Total Qty Totals

Resistors 1/8 Watt
10k 10KEBK Digi-Key 0.06 7.50 0.42 7.50 0.42 15.00 0.84
20k 20KEBK Digi-Key 0.06 3.00 0.17 3.00 0.17 6.00 0.34
7.5k 7.5KEBK Digi-Key 0.06 1.00 0.06 1.00 0.06 2.00 0.11
1k 1.0KEBK Digi-Key 0.06 1.50 0.08 1.50 0.08 3.00 0.17
500k potentiometer 3306P-504 Digi-Key 0.57 1.00 0.57 1.00 0.57 2.00 1.14
20k potentiometer 3306P-203 Digi-Key 0.57 1.00 0.57 1.00 0.57 2.00 1.14

Capacitors Ceramic Mono 50V
0.01u P4963 Digi-Key 0.32 2.00 0.64 2.00 0.64 4.00 1.28
0.1u P4924-ND Digi-Key 0.29 3.00 0.88 3.00 0.88 6.00 1.75
100p BC1012CT-ND Digi-Key 0.11 0.50 0.06 0.50 0.06 1.00 0.11
36p adustable SG30015-ND Digi-Key 0.24 0.50 0.12 0.50 0.12 1.00 0.24
0.47u P4967 Digi-Key 0.99 2.00 1.98 2.00 1.98 4.00 3.96

Integrated Circuits & PCB
Operational Amplifier AD823AN Manufacturer Sample 4.57 2.00 9.14 2.00 9.14 4.00 18.28
Analog Multiplexer MAX4053CPE Manufacturer Sample 3.34 1.00 3.34 1.00 3.34 2.00 6.68
Timer TLC555CP Manufacturer Sample 0.26 0.50 0.13 0.50 0.13 1.00 0.26
D-type Flip Flop 74HC74N Manufacturer Sample 7.29 0.50 3.65 0.50 3.65 1.00 7.29

Electrical Cost Totals
Hardware

Printed Circuit Board -- ExpressPCB 20.67 0.50 10.33 0.50 10.33 1.00 20.67
SMA Right Angle PCB Receptacle ARFX1232 Digi-Key 6.60 1.00 6.60 1.00 6.60 2.00 13.20
SMA RA/RA Connector Cable J4006-ND Digi-Key 14.63 1.00 14.63 1.00 14.63 2.00 29.26
6061AL Structural Rectangular Tube Stock 9056k211 McMaster Carr 2.06 1.00 2.06 1.00 2.06 2.00 4.11
UHMW Polyethylene 8702k146 McMaster Carr 1.25 1.00 1.25 1.00 1.25 2.00 2.50
SMA Flange Mount Receptacle J492-ND Digi-Key 5.37 1.00 5.37 1.00 5.37 2.00 10.74
Mounting Screws 91773A267 McMaster Carr 0.16 0.00 0.00 2.00 0.33 2.00 0.33
Flange Screws 91783A092 McMaster Carr 0.06 4.00 0.24 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.24
Power Connector WM18434 Digi-Key 0.49 0.50 0.25 0.50 0.25 1.00 0.49
BNC Right Angle PCB Receptacle A24611 Digi-Key 5.13 1.00 5.13 1.00 5.13 2.00 10.26
8-Pin IC Socket ED3108-ND Digi-Key 0.22 2.00 0.45 2.00 0.45 4.00 0.90
Plastic Enclosure 706K-ND Digi-Key 5.06 0.50 2.53 0.50 2.53 1.00 5.06
PCB Power Connector WM18446 Digi-Key 1.27 0.50 0.64 0.50 0.64 1.00 1.27

Mechanical Cost Totals
Machining Estimates (hourly rate)

Probe Fab. & Assemble -- Broughton Machine Shop 50.00 2.00 100.00 4.00 200.00 6.00 300.00
Total Costs 171.26 271.35 442.61
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Appendix B: CAD Drawings  

 

Vertical Sensing Element 
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Vertical Guard 
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Vertical Guard
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Horizontal Sensing Element
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Horizontal Insulation 
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Horizontal Guard 
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Horizontal Guard (back plate)
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